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Overview The visual inspection of synthetic ropes before use
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is critical in most industrial applications. The residual strength
of a rope, the prime indicator of its useful and safe remaining
working life, must be assessed before committing the rope to
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continued use. With high-performance synthetics like HMPE
replacing steel-wire ropes in many applications, the need
for a method to determine the state of a rope is more critical
thanI Never
before. The problem
is that there is no
common,
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standardized language or
reference scale to describe
the state of a rope. To date,
judgment on the state of the
rope has required a synthetic
rope expert to complete
an inspection on-site. The
alternative is removing the rope
from service and testing the
rope to destruction in order to
evaluate residual strength.
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Inspection and
Retirement Checklist*

Any rope that has been in use for any period of time will
show normal wear and tear. Some characteristics of
a used rope will not reduce strength while others will.
Below we have defined normal conditions that should be
inspected on a regular basis.

If upon inspection you find any of these conditions,
you must consider the following before deciding to
repair or retire it:
> The length of the rope,
> the time it has been in service,
> the type of work it does,
> where the damage is, and
> the extent of the damage.
In general, it is recommended to:
> Repair the rope if the observed damage
is in localized areas.
> Retire the rope if the damage is over
extended areas.

*REFERENCES Cordage Institute International, International Guideline
CI2001-04, Fiber-Rope Inspection and Retirement Criteria: Guidelines
to enhance Durability and the Safer Use of Rope, 2004.
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What

> Two or more cut strands in
proximity

Cause

> Abrasion

Compression

> Cyclic tension wear

What

CorreCtive aCtion
If possible, remove affected section and
resplice with a standard end-for-end splice.
If resplicing is not possible, retire the rope.

Cause
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Pulled Strand
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> Sharp edges and surfaces
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Melted or Glazed Fiber
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> Visible sheen
> Stiffness reduced by flexing
the rope
> Not to be confused with melting
> Often seen on winch drums

What

> Fiber molding itself to the
contact surface under a radial load

CorreCtive aCtion
Work back into the rope.

Cause

> Strand pulled away from the rest
of the rope
> Is not cut or otherwise damaged
> Snagging on equipment or
surfaces

What

Cause

> Fused fibers
> Visibly charred and melted fibers,
yarns, and/or strands
> Extreme stiffness
> Unchanged by flexing
> Exposure to excessive heat, shock
load, or a sustained high load

CorreCtive aCtion
If possible, remove affected section and
resplice with a standard end-for-end splice.
If resplicing is not possible, retire the rope.

CorreCtive aCtion
Flex the rope to remove compression.

Discoloration/Degradation

Inconsistent Diameter

Abrasion

RepaIR oR ReTIRe
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RepaIR oR ReTIRe
What

Cause

> Fused fibers
> Brittle fibers
> Stiffness
> Chemical contamination

CorreCtive aCtion
If possible, remove affected section and
resplice with a standard end-for-end splice.
If resplicing is not possible, retire the rope.

What
Cause

> Flat areas
> Lumps and bumps
> Shock loading
> Broken internal strands

CorreCtive aCtion
If possible, remove affected section and
resplice with a standard end-for-end splice.
If resplicing is not possible, retire the rope.
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Understanding Abrasion

What
Cause

> Broken filaments and yarns
> Abrasion
> Sharp edges and surfaces
> Cyclic tension wear

CorreCtive aCtion
Consult abrasion images* and rate internal/
external abrasion level of rope. Evaluate rope
based on its most damaged section.
n Minimal strength loss (continue use)
n Significant strength loss (consult Samson)
n Severe strength loss (retire rope)
*Refer to images on opposite side.
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There are two types of abrasion: internal abrasion caused
by the relative movement of internal and external yarns, and
external abrasion caused by contact with external surfaces. An
unprotected rope moving over a rough surface, such as a poorly
maintained chock can be subjected to both. Upon inspection,
it’s easy to see that the external strands are abraded by a rough
surface: often, fibers can be left behind on the surface that
caused the abrasion, and the surface of the rope readily shows
abraded yarns.

Compare surface yarns with internal yarns.

Inspect for internal abrasion.

The same rough surfaces
can also cause internal
abrasion due to the
movement of the internal
strands relative to each
other. When the rope’s
surface strands pass over
rough surfaces, they are
slowed relative to the
strands next to them,
causing friction. Heat is
created from friction—
and heat is among the
biggest enemies of
synthetic ropes.

This information is based on testing performed by Samson and
is provided as a guideline. If you are unsure of the condition of
your rope, please contact your Samson representative.

The Samson Inspection and Retirement Pocket Guide is designed to
alleviate this problem by establishing a common language and a reference
scale to describe the current state of a rope. The Pocket Guide is based on
a statistical analysis of several years of lab testing reports of ropes used in
a variety of different applications and tested to destruction in the Samson
R&D labs. All testing in the Samson labs is well documented with photos
of the samples tested and pre-test assessments of the general state of the
rope. The type of damage, its extent, and any mitigating conditions (like
chafe gear) are all properly noted. The rope is then tested to destruction
to determine the actual residual strength of the sample.
The resulting guide provides a means of estimating the state of the rope
and whether it should be repaired or retired from use. The Inspection
and Retirement Checklist section of the Guide describes the seven
common forms of damage: cut strands, compression, pulled strands,
melted or glazed fiber, discoloration/degradation, inconsistent diameter,
and abrasion. It provides a visual reference for each and a determination
of the cause and possible corrective action that can be taken.

Abrasion

Of all the forms of damage that a rope is subjected to, the most commonly
observed are abrasion and cutting. Both result in broken filaments in the
rope and in a potential reduction in strength. Cutting is characterized as a
highly concentrated density of broken filaments localized in one or several
SamsonRope.com | EMAIL CustServ@SamsonRope.com | TEL +1.360.384.4669
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The Pocket Guide includes information on proper rope
inspection techniques and corrective action steps.

The comparator is an easy reference that can be used
in the field to help assess the state of a rope. Small and
easily held in the hand while performing an inspection,
it helps establish a guideline and a common language
when discussing the state of a rope.
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strands at one particular position on the rope. Cutting is generally easier
to assess than abrasion in terms of the volume of broken filaments in
relation to the size of the rope. See Localized Damage Assessment:
12-Strand Class II Ropes technical bulletin for additional information.
Abrasion is characterized as a low density of broken filaments
distributed across a larger volume of rope, both along the length of the
rope as well as among the various strands at any position along the
rope. Abrasion can be both external—along the surface of the rope,
and internal, within the structure of the rope itself.
It is easy to visualize how external abrasion occurs—ropes dragged
across rough surfaces can easily break surface fiber filaments. Internal
abrasion is caused by fiber filaments rubbing against one another,
or by the ingress of grit or gravel into the braid of the rope. In ropes that
are dragged against rough surfaces without proper chafe protection,
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andER
across
fairleads,
the surface fibers are slowed in relation to the internal fibers, causing
fiber-on-fiber abrasion.

Abrasion occurs both externally, along the surface of
the rope and internally, inside the structure of the rope.
It is important to evaluate both forms to accurately
assess the condition of the rope.
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The effect of abrasion on the residual strength of the rope is more
difficult to assess than cutting or other forms of physical damage.
To help assessment in the field, the second side of the Pocket Guide
is devoted to a visual comparator of the various states of both internal
and external abrasion.

The Abrasion Comparator
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The Abrasion Comparator shows a 12-strand HMPE rope—AmSteel-®

Blue—in a range of abrasion states from new rope to rope ready for
retirement. The images represent a scale numbered from 1 through
7 that ranges from minimal strength loss (steps 1 and 2), significant
strength loss (steps 3 through 5), to severe strength loss (steps 6 and
7). Each is further tagged with an action—for ropes with significant
strength loss, consult Samson; for severe strength loss, retire the rope.
Images are provided for both external abrasion and internal abrasion.
When consulting your Samson dealer or representative you now have a
reference to accurately describe the state
ofER
the NAL
rope in question.
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The comparator is an easy reference that can be used in the field to
help assess the state of a rope. Small and easily held in the hand while
performing an inspection, it helps establish a guideline and a common
language when discussing the state of a rope. It is printed on extremely
durable synthetic paper that is resistant to tearing and comes packaged
in a vinyl sleeve to make it ‘pocket friendly.’
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SHOWN AT ACTUAL SIZE: The detailed photos make
comparison quick and accurate.

For a complete description of the
methodology used in preparing Samson’s
Inspection and Retirement Pocket Guide, see
the technical paper Inspection Criteria for
HMPE Rope available in the Resources and
Literature section of SamsonRope.com
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